
Clarification/Corrigendum

S.No. Queries CWC Response (Clarification/Corrigendum)

1

What if any one load cell is having a problem in any 

weighbridge before taking over the AMC? Then we will 

have to replace all the load cells of our make because 

every vendor has their own technical specification and 

can’t match with others.

Clarification: You may change the load cells 

which are found faulty with the load cells of that 

company, and then calibrate them with your 

software. If such calibration is difficult then you 

may change the load cells with yours, either that 

one or all and then continue with the calibration 

at your cost.

However, the ELWB shall be kept in a working 

condition by CWC before the award of AMC.

2

What if the weighing indicators installed have password 

protection because every vendor has their own 

calibration method and password protection? Also, 

ones engineer are only trained on their weighing 

indicators.

Clarification: In such case it’s advisable to use 

your own indicator at your cost.

3

What if the digital load cells installed with digital 

weighing indicator and weighing indicator are OK but 

password protected or sealed? In this case no other 

vendor can work/operate/maintain that weighbridge 

because load cell protocol will not match with any 

other weighing indicator.

Clarification: In such case it’s advisable to use 

your own indicator at your cost.

4
What if there is non-operational earthing or electrical 

wiring and in case if new one is required?

Clarification: AMC consists of replacement/repair 

of any part which upon getting damaged may 

affect/halt the working of weighbridge in normal 

manner. So in either case, as mentioned above, 

the wiring may be changed.

However, the ELWB shall be kept in a working 

condition by CWC before the award of AMC.

5

What if computer hardware is broken such as RS232/ 

USB port/ LPT port for interfacing with weighing 

indicator?

Clarification: AMC consists of replacement/repair 

of any part which upon getting damaged may 

affect/halt the working of weighbridge in normal 

manner. So in such a case the hardware may be 

changed/replaced.

However, the ELWB shall be kept in a working 

condition by CWC before the award of AMC.



6

What if there is bend in the top plate or structure 

beams or load cell base plate or broken bolts before 

taking over or after AMC which can hamper accuracy in 

weighbridge?

Clarification: That's a rare chance that such a 

case might happen as the AMC provider is 

supposed to keep the weighbridge in proper 

condition. In case such a situation still exists then 

you will have to change the necessary parts for 

the weighbridge to function well as it is a part of 

AMC.

However, the ELWB shall be kept in a working 

condition by CWC before the award of AMC.

7

What if existing stamping certificate is valid for 2-3 or 

more months after allotment of AMC? Do we need to 

re-stamp the weighbridge as validity or immediately for 

perusing the AMC?

Clarification: In case of replacement of Digitiser, 

stamping has to be done immediately, otherwise, 

stamping has to be done only after one year from 

last date of stamping.

8

Weights should be made available by CWC officials at 

the warehouses because as per the policy of Weights 

and Measurements Department, Government of India, 

there should be one tonne weights available at the site 

of installation of weighbridge.

Clarification: The test weights required for initial 

trial runs/trial tests would be made available by 

CWC officials to the vendor.

9
UPS batteries, printer heads, and printer cartridges 

should not be included in AMC.

Clarification: Batteries of UPS, printer heads and 

printer cartridges would not be included in the 

comprehensive AMC.

10
ELWB should be in working condition with all its parts 

working fine before the new AMC is awarded. 

Clarification: The respective Regional Manager is 

to make sure that the ELWB is in a working 

condition with all its parts working fine before 

the new AMC is awarded.

Corrigendum 4: The last date of the tender is extended upto 31-05-2019.

Note: No further extension shall be given.

All other terms and conditions shall remain unchanged.

General Manager (System)


